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This invention relates to electric machine with wound rotor, capable of having more than one
synchronous speed by means of changing pole pair number of stator and rotor while in operation.
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Induction machines are quite flexible in terms of rotation speed and torque. In this context it is also known
to vary the stator pole pitch and thus to further increase the flexibility of such induction machines.
Most notable example is the Dahlander Electric Machine. In it the stator can be operated so that its pole
numbers can be beneficially altered and hence rotation speed of the rotor varied. The rotor remains a
passive device in which electric current is induced by the stator rotating magnetic field. Dahlander motor is
a strictly induction machine with the ability to change stator pole number. The innovative electric machine
from NRG Tech Bulgaria takes one extra step, namely the rotor is no longer a passive device-it its pole
number can also be beneficially altered.
This objective is achieved mainly by adding so called ‘Rotor Switching Device’ to the rotor. This device is
mounted on the rotor itself and rotates with it. Rotor coils are connected to electric switches within the Rotor
Switching Device. These switches are operated by a rotor control unit which is adapted, on external command, to activate preselected electrical switches at a predefined moment of time so that for a given rotor
coil one of the following events occur:
•
•
•

Electrically connect the rotor coil to a DC power source so that polarity is also selectable;
Short-circuit the rotor coil;
Leave the rotor coil electrically disconnected.

Rotor Switching Device is powered through rotor slip rings. As groups rotor coils are excited with one polarity or another the rotor can create a magnetic field with variable pole number. Similarly the stator can create
adequate rotating fields with variable pole number, operation known already from Dahlander Motor, but as
the innovative rotor design allows the rotor to generate variable pole magnetic field the machine can work
as synchronous machine with more than one synchronous speed for one given AC power supply frequency.
Likewise stator coils are operated by a Stator Switching Device containing electrical switches to connect
stator coils to 3 phase AC. Each stator coil can be selectively connected to an AC phase with predefined
polarity of this connection. Extra flexibility is added when rotor coils are short connected by the Rotor
Switching Device. This operation allows the innovative electric machine to work also as induction machine
as stator rotating field induces currents in short connected rotor coils thus forcing the rotor to follow stator
rotating magnetic at sub synchronous speed.

Very simple proof-of-concept prototype is shown on Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b. Stator is based on simple
winding scheme with six slots and six coils. Every coil occupies only two adjacent slots. All 6 six
coils are connected to the Stator Switching device.

Fig. 1a

Fig. 1b

The rotor (Fig. 2) has four slots and four coils, connected to the Rotor Switching Device. DC power is delivered
to the rotor via two slip rings. Wireless communication channel is provided to deliver commands to the Rotor
Switching Device (Fig. 1b). It alters appropriately rotor pole pair number in correspondence with pole pair
number of the stator rotating magnetic field.
Fig. 2
The prototype can be opperated in four regimes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

2 pole pairs induction regime
2 pole pairs synchronous regime
1 pole pair induction regime
1 pole pair synchronous regime

In regime 1. the stator coils are connected to phases A, B and C like
shown on Fig. 3 . Rotor coils are short connected by the Rotor Switching Device. In this regime the electric machine behaves like 2 pole
pair induction machine. Currents will be induced in rotor coils and
rotor will rotate at sub synchronous speed.

Fig. 3

Fig. 4
In regime 2. The stator is again set by the Stator Switching Device like
shown on Fig. 3, but this time the rotor coils are all excited like shown
on Fig. 4 to create 4 pole magnetic field.
Now the rotor 4 pole magnetic field is locked to the stator 4 pole rotating field and the rotor will turn at synchronous speed.

Fig. 5
In Regime 3. the stator coils are connected to phases A, B and C like
shown on Fig. 5.
Coils 1, 3 and 5 are connected to phases A, B and C coresspondingly
and coils 2, 4 and 6 are connected to phases C, A and B , but in opposite
polarity. Their resulting connection is well known 2 pole connection.
Rotor coils are again short connected, just like in regime 1. In the case
the electric machine will behave like 2 pole induction machine. The
rotor will spin about twice the speed, compared to regime 1, but again
it is sub synchronous speed as the new synchronous speed doubles as
the pole number is cut by half.

Fig. 6
In Regime 4. The stator is again connected to AC like shown
on Fig. 5. Two rotor coils are excited like shown on Fig. 6. To
create two pole magnetic field.

The other two coils are short connected. Now the two pole
rotor field is locked with the stator two pole rotating field and
the rotor rotates at two pole synchronous speed - exactly
double speed compared to regime 2.

The innovative variable pole electric machine prime advantage is the ability to be
opperated at different synchronous speeds using the same frequency AC. Increasing
rotation speed by reducing pole pair number reduces hysteresis and other loses. Toque
will drop, but when higher toque is needed the machine can be switched to higher
pole pair number while in operation. This advantage makes the variable pole electric
machine useful for traction and some other applications. Also the ability to work in
induction mode makes it self starting.
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